Brava Oven Macros Documentation
About This Document
This is the specification document for the Oven Macros concept, which is a means for users to create and
save their own recipes with the Brava Oven. The document covers the user experience aspects of the
feature as well as the underlying technical requirements.

Macros v1
A macro, which is not necessarily the user-facing term, is a recorded sequence of functions executed on
the oven. The sequence can include one or more basic functions such as Bake, Sear, Keep Warm, and Pro
Cook.

User Stories
Example A
I bake a lot of cookies and always use the same settings on my Brava Oven. I would like to run this
procedure with everything set how I like it.

Example B
The Brava app has a great recipe for macaroni and cheese using the bake function, but I added a
breadcrumb crust on top and then toasted it with sear. I wrote down everything I did but it would be nice
to save this all somewhere so that I or members of my family can easily run it again.

Example C
I have been experimenting using the Pro Cook beta and would like to share some of my creations. I would
also like to run some of my custom recipes like the Brava recipes on the oven.

Macro Creation User Experience

The main entry point for creating macros will be on the cook completion screen. On this screen, users are
typically presented with two options: Touch Up and Done. With macros, there will be three options: +

Add a New Step, Save As Macro…, and Done.

+ Add a New Step

This button will take the user to a screen where they can follow up the previous procedure with
something else. This is no different than our current Touch Up flow except that the user will have a few
additional options available. An additional step will be called A
 djust Food that will allow users to record
things like flipping an ingredient, adding a sauce, removing an item, etc. These steps will be recorded
within the macro and executed in order when it is run again.

Save As Macro…

This button will take the user to a screen where they can save the previous procedure(s) as a recorded
macro. At this time the user is presented with the on-screen keyboard where they can type in a custom
name or use an auto-generated name derived from the included procedures ( e.g. “Bake + Sear”). The macro
object itself includes the procedures run in addition to any user-defined parameters (temperature, time, sear
direction, lamp intensity, etc.) as a complete stack. The oven compiles the recorded procedures into code
which can be run again as a standalone procedure.

Save Custom Cook… (Updated Flow)

1. This is the screen shown after a user has completed the third step of their custom cook, which in
this example is a Sear Top step.
2. Immediately the user is given the option to select the tray(s) used in the first step of their custom
cook (Bake at 350 degrees).
3. Once selected, the user has the option of adding what ingredients were used in the tray via the
on-screen keyboard. Note that the user is never required to enter any of this information and can
simply skip these screens entirely.
4. The user enters “mac and cheese” with the on-screen keyboard.
5. This screen shows the shelf placement of the specified tray(s). If the user had selected a tray or trays
that could use either shelf, they would indicate the shelf assignment on this screen.

6. Tapping “Next” in the upper right corner, the user is given the option to enter instructions for their
Pause step, which is the second step of the custom cook. Again, this is optional and just a way for
the user to give brief instructions for anything done at this time.
7. The user has entered “remove lid and add crumb topping” for the Pause step.
8. Now the user is on the third and final step of the custom cook. They have selected the Chef’s Pan
with the lid off.
9. Because the tray is essentially the same, the text from the previous cooking step was carried over,
but the user does have the option to change it here should they choose to do so.
10. Review shelf placement.
11. Now the user is shown a summary screen again with all of their steps and an option to enter a name
for this custom cook. Note that the text field is pre-filled with an outline of the steps involved.
12. The user has entered “Baked Macaroni and Cheese with Crumb Topping” as the name of their
custom cook.
13. The custom cook has been saved.

Done
The Done button completes the procedure and returns the user to the Home Screen. If the user has run
two or more procedures using +
 Add a New Step, they will be shown a confirmation screen asking if they
would like to save their creation as a macro.

Macro Objects

A recorded macro is a sequence of one or more recipe procedures. The metadata portion of the macro is
not unlike information currently stored in the publisher CMS, which contains information like
ingredients, estimated times, instructions, and photos. This is the information that can be viewed on all
platforms: the oven, web, mobile web, and the app. The compiled macro instructions are what is processed
by the oven software and used to drive the included procedure(s).

Example Combined BravaScript Procedures
The following examples demonstrate how multiple procedures could be combined to generate a single
macro recipe. The intention of t his example is n ot to define explicit syntax of the feature, but rather
give a sense to those familiar with BravaScript how the macros are intended to function.

20-minute Bake BravaScript

In this example, we have a 20 minute bake procedure taken directly from the cooking CMS. In the first
step, which is called heat1, each lamp operates at full power (100) for four seconds before switch to the
next. This goes from front to back on top (lamps 1-3) and then front to back on the bottom (lamps 4-6).
Once the air temperature reaches greater than or equal to 311°F, the oven goes to the second step, h eat2.
In heat2, lamps 1-3 are set to 47 power for three seconds each, and then lamps 4-6 are set to 55 power for
three seconds each. When the time since starting the first step (timeSinceStart(heat1)) is greater
than or equal to 20 minutes, the procedure is complete.

Zone 1 Touch Up Sear BravaScript

In the above example we have a simple zone 1 “touch up” procedure. Lamp 1, which is above zone 1,
operates at full power for 30 seconds (timeSpent(touchup)) and then the procedure is finished.

Combined As Macro
step heat1:
heater 100 0 0 0 0 0
heater 0 100 0 0 0 0
heater 0 0 100 0 0 0
heater 0 0 0 100 0 0
heater 0 0 0 0 100 0
heater 0 0 0 0 0 100
when airTemp >= 311F
step heat2:
heater 47 0 0 0 0
heater 0 47 0 0 0
heater 0 0 47 0 0
heater 0 0 0 55 0
heater 0 0 0 0 55

0
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0
0

for 4s
for 4s
for 4s
for 4s
for 4s
for 4s
then heat2

for
for
for
for
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3s
3s
3s
3s
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heater 0 0 0 0 0 55 for 3s
when timeSinceStart(heat1) >= 20m then touchup
step touchup:
when timeSpent(touchup) >= 30s then done
heater 100 0 0 0 0 0

The combined BravaScript for the bake and touch up procedures might resemble the above code. The
“done” exit condition in the Bake procedure is connected to the first step of the Touch Up procedure.
More complex scenarios involving pauses would halt for user action, which would typically mean pressing
the green button to resume the cook in progress.

Example of a Macro with a User Action
step heat1:
heater 100 0 0 0 0 0
heater 0 100 0 0 0 0
heater 0 0 100 0 0 0
heater 0 0 0 100 0 0
heater 0 0 0 0 100 0
heater 0 0 0 0 0 100
when airTemp >= 311F

for 4s
for 4s
for 4s
for 4s
for 4s
for 4s
then heat2

step heat2:
heater 47 0 0 0 0 0 for 3s
heater 0 47 0 0 0 0 for 3s
heater 0 0 47 0 0 0 for 3s
heater 0 0 0 55 0 0 for 3s
heater 0 0 0 0 55 0 for 3s
heater 0 0 0 0 0 55 for 3s
when timeSinceStart(heat1) >= 20m then flip
step flip:
when greenButtonPressed then touchup
step touchup:
when timeSpent(touchup) >= 30s then done
heater 100 0 0 0 0 0

In this variation on the previous example, the macro includes a “pause” step where the user is going to flip
an ingredient before resuming the cook.

The script will wait for the g
 reenButtonPressed boolean to equal true before going to the t
 ouchup
step.

Macro Execution Experience

The main entry point for running a recorded or saved macro will be in the “My Recipes” tile on the home
screen ( name pending). From this screen, users can see the name, estimated time range, and steps associated
with a particular macro. Additionally, if it has been supplied, users will also see meta information in the
form of the instructions or guide.

Macro Options

Save Copy As… (Copy Icon)
This saves a copy of the macro with + " copy" after it as the pre-filled macro name (or “ copy 2”, “ copy 3”,
etc.). The user can edit this name and save it.

Delete (Trash Can Icon)
The user is shown an "Are you sure..." confirmation screen and then given the option to delete the macro.

Start (Run the Macro)

The S
 tart button starts the recipe process. The process is meant to be as similar to the normal cook flow as
possible.

Editing a Macro
By expanding a step (a single tap on it), a user can see all of the embedded parameters included in that step.
The list includes options such as time, temperature, lamp intensity, sear direction, etc. By tapping on any
user-defined parameters, the user is taken to a screen where they can adjust that parameter. This follows
the same pattern as tapping on a parameter to jump to its associated screen during the normal cook flow.
The screen is identical to whatever is typically shown in the cook flow but without the icons across the
bottom. They can make changes and commit them by tapping Done or discard by tapping the back
button.

Viewing Macros on Web and App
Once a macro has been made public, a link is generated that can be viewed by any Brava user on the web
or within the Brava companion app. The web page associated with the macro uses the format of Brava’s
own Marketplace and Recipe items.

Macro Recipe Page Wireframe

Macro Recipe Share Popup Wireframe

An example of the share popup that a user might see where they can share recipes of their own or others
on various social networks.

Macro Recipe Page Inline Editing

An example of inline editing on a user’s own macro recipe page. Any of the static text fields displayed here
can be easily edited by the user from the convenience of a computer or portable device. Clicking or
tapping on a field makes it editable so that a user can make quick changes as necessary.

Macros / User-Generated Content User Journey Map
Goals
The goal of the product is to build a platform for users to be able to create and share their own recipes and
recipe programs with other Brava users.

Current Custom Recipe Process
1. User plans to use the oven to cook an altered version of one of the directed recipe programs or to
cook something entirely of their own creation.
2. The user prepares the ingredients for their creation.
3. The user interacts with the oven to make their dish.
4. The user takes photos of what they made.

5. The user posts photos and text of what they created to the Facebook group to share with the Brava
Community.

User Research
Users are already creating and sharing their own recipes by using basic functions of the oven but also their
experimentation and substitutions with the existing recipe programs. Common elements among these
posts include:
Photo(s)

The user posts a photo of what they made or intend to make along with sometimes posting photos
of the process.
Instructions

The user describes their process, including which recipe programs were utilized or the basic
functions of the oven that were used. They will additionally indicate which Brava accessories were
used. If it is a multi-step process, what order each item was prepared.

Teamwork

Other users will sometimes comment and share their versions, either following the same directions
or a different method.
Discussion

Users will discuss pros/cons of different methods and how the results can vary.

Facebook Community Posts
The following screenshots are from users sharing or requesting information about custom recipes. They
are typically using a combination of recipe programs and basic functions to make these meals. There are
over 30 posts here from only a three week period. This type of content covers a substantial portion of the
posts in the internal Facebook community, indicating strong interest in users creating, sharing, and
consuming custom recipes. Not only do the recipes allow users to expand and explore new capabilities of
their oven, they also give them a source of inspiration and creativity with their cooking endeavors.

Community Survey
To gather information about the importance of various aspects of the custom recipe feature(s), we should
send a survey to users. These questions can be streamlined to focus more on the inevitability of such a
feature, describing it in simple terms, then asking users to rate its components.
1. How often do you use your Brava?
a. More than once a day
b. Once a day
c. A few times a week
2. Which features of your oven do you use the most?
a. Recipe programs or Presets (items in the Cook tile)
b. Basic functions like Bake, Sear, Reheat, etc.
c. A mix of A and B
3. Do you ever plan or intend to cook items or recipes that are not available on the oven as
recipe programs or presets?
a. Yes
b. No
4. Have you tried to cook items that were not available on the oven as recipe programs or
presets? This includes substitutions in existing recipe programs.
a. Yes (with followup questions)

i.

ii.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Did you document or record your steps so that you could repeat them later?
1. Yes
2. No
Did you share this information with other Brava users or the Facebook
community?
1. Yes
2. No

b. No
How helpful would you find the ability to share custom recipes (items not available in
Cook) with other Brava users?
a. Very helpful
b. Somewhat helpful
c. No preference
d. Not helpful
e. Very unhelpful
How important would it be for you to include written instructions with these shared
recipes?
a. Very important
b. Somewhat Important
c. No preference
d. Not important
e. Very unimportant
How important would it be for you to include one or more photos with these shared
recipes?
a. Very important
b. Somewhat Important
c. No preference
d. Not important
e. Very unimportant
How important would it be for you to include a custom recipe program or preset with these
shared recipes that users can send to their ovens?
a. Very important
b. Somewhat Important
c. No preference
d. Not important
e. Very unimportant
How important would it be for you to be able to send other users’ recipe programs or
presets to your oven?
a. Very important
b. Somewhat Important
c. No preference
d. Not important
e. Very unimportant

10. Questions, comments, or additional feedback

Customer Touchpoints
Stage

Planning

Shopping

Preparation

Cooking

Website

Recipe programs
Recipe posts

Brava marketplace

Companion
App

Recipe programs
Recipe posts
Articles

Brava Oven

Post-Cook

Sharing

Brava marketplace
Articles

Articles

Oven in use
Notifications

Cook tile (recipe
programs)
Basic functions

Cook tile

Cook tile
Basic functions

Recipe programs
Basic functions
Camera
TempSensor

Facebook
Group

Community
posts
Shared photos
User requests

Community posts
Links to online
stores
Photos of products

Social Media

Community
posts
Shared photos
YouTube videos

Links to online
stores
Photos of products

Community
posts

Customer
Success

E-mail
Chat
Phoneline
Videos
Knowledgebase

E-mail
Chat
Phoneline

Chat
Phoneline

Chat
Phoneline

Chat
E-mail
Phoneline
Knowledgebase

Chat
E-mail
Phoneline
Knowledgebase

Culinary
Team

YouTube videos
Facebook Live
Instagram Live

Chat
Phonecall

Chat
Phonecall

Chat
Phonecall

Facebook Live
Instagram Live

Channels

Oven in use
screenshots
Touch up
Basic functions

Community
posts
Shared photos
User requests
Community
posts
Shared photos
YouTube videos

Empathy Map
Making a Custom Recipe
What should I do?
How can I make this?
I don’t know where to start
Does anyone know how to make this?
Is there a recipe for this?

Why is there not a recipe program available for
this?
How would I make it myself?
I want to impress friends and family
I’ll try to make this myself
What ingredients will I need?
What recipe program should I use?
What basic functions should I use?

SAYS

THINKS

DOES

FEELS

Checks website
Makes grocery list
Checks the Facebook Community
Asks community members, friends
Contacts Customer Success
Contacts Culinary team

Lost
Unsure what to do
Confused
Overwhelmed
Creative
Anxious

User Journey Map

Macros v2 (included in v1 with locked parameters)
(Will be in v1 as of 5/19/2019)
Version 2 of macros would allow users to also use Cook tile recipes as part of a sequence. In doing so,
typical user-facing parameters would be locked as the recipe is a single procedure. Parameters like height
adjustment, doneness levels, and serving sizes introduce a lot of complications not only for implementation
but also for the user experience. By limiting this variability we reduce complexity and remain as close as
possible to the intent of the macro’s author.

